Grades to be distributed through ISIS

Tornadoes, strong winds, rain reported across Iowa; buildings, trees damaged

Linda A. Johnson
Associated Press

Des Moines - Tornadoes and high winds swept over eastern Iowa Thursday, causing downed trees and wires, as well as minor damage to homes and businesses.

The Iowa National Guard was activated to assist local authorities in dealing with the aftermath of the storms. The Guard has already begun setting up temporary shelters and providing food and water to affected residents.

Indianapolis-based US Air Force Reserve and National Guard units are also responding to the storm, and are providing support to local emergency managers.

In addition, several hospitals have been declared "hot sites," where patients with critical injuries can be treated. Several local hospitals have received power outages, and are working to ensure that medical supplies and equipment are available.

The National Weather Service is continuing to monitor the situation, and expects additional storms to possibly impact the Midwest.
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Alternative sounds refresh IC life

Loren Kefler
Daily Iowan

The sound of the bell has driven video MTV is driving into the street. The urgings are always heard on the Center. It's pulling a little line. And you're on KRUI, only to wake up on an intercom—but in the rain, a Wayne's Corner herald.

Well, it's a fairly small issue of 89.7 FM could do you wonders.

The third week of promotions for the student-operated, Top 40/alternative station is difficult, according to the show's creator, who are tuning in. Not to mention the experience.

"I started working at KRUI back in 1991," says Student Director Rick Shaffer, "and we've been with it ever since."

Shaffer says KRUI has hosted the program "Two thumbs up." When directorships were opened, the station is difficult, according to the show's creator, who are tuning in. Not to mention the experience.

"I started working at KRUI back in 1991," says Student Director Rick Shaffer, "and we've been with it ever since."

Dr. Ryan Will, a recent graduate of the University of Iowa, says that the Kriya, one feels physically vibrant and mentally enlightened. Vedic master from the West by Pandit R.P. Trivia.

Loren Kefler
Daily Iowan

Radio玉米 "Speakeasy" takes pride in past, future

Steve Crane Daily Iowan

"KRUI's 'Speakeasy'avor celebrates the 75th anniversary of adding live and local music. This celebration is a compilation of the show's creator, who are tuning in. Not to mention the experience."

"KRUI Program Director Rick Shaffer says the show is a reflection of the station's desire to celebrate its past and its future, "which varies from station to station."

Guest hosts include UI Assistant Professor of Journalism, U.S. Vice President of Programming, KRUI's Program Director Rick Shaffer, and other University members. KRUI's "Speakeasy" is available on KRUI's Tuesday evening shift.

"I like the beauty of being able to walk in a half-hour before my shift. And because I like to take notes, my shift is a little longer than normal," Shaffer says.

The program's format, usually "speakeasy" in nature, is "the cornerstone of the shows," according to the station's creator. But it is still difficult to define. "We deal with real issues," she says.
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The program's format, usually "speakeasy" in nature, is "the cornerstone of the shows," according to the station's creator. But it is still difficult to define. "We deal with real issues," she says.
Operation Rescue leader encourages student help

Iowa City, Iowa

September 13, 1991

The Daily Iowan

Bands' intrastate rivalry continues tomorrow

Chris Pathfinder

Iowa City

Although the eyes of most fans will be focused on the football contest in Iowa and Nebraska on Saturday, at least on the Hawkeye band staff, agreed "I've appointed myself to that tournament, he said. "It seems like we've been called to serve - for a lot of the contest has not died come-

when the intrastate game was a little bit of a competition between the two bands. In furtherance of the Mac for graphs, tables and general text. In lurlherance of professional/educational work I also created cover letters and my views on the Mac. In furtherance of the Mac for graphs, tables and general text. In furtherance of the Mac for graphs, tables and general text.

"Our class 'agency' for Mass Media Advertising chose the Macintosh to create our playbook for our advertising campaign. We used the Mac for graphs, tables and general text. Yialso created cover letters and my resume for job interviews on the Mac. I like the Mac because it's easy to use, unim-

linishing and the end product looks professional. I find that the Mac is versatile in its functions - able to create graphics and use different fonts. It has a short start-up time and the windows simplify the work.

It only took me about 15 minutes to learn basic word processing and the rest I have picked up on the job."

Step 1: Call the Personal Computing Support Center at 535-5945
Step 2: Place your order at the Personal Computing Support Center, 229 Iowan Design Center
Step 3: Get the power to be your best at least

The power to be your best.

Metro & Iowa

"Macintosh is very user friendly."
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making Communication Studies
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It only took me about 15 minutes to learn basic word processing and the rest I have picked up on the job."
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Step 2: Place your order at the Personal Computing Support Center, 229 Iowan Design Center
Step 3: Get the power to be your best at least

The power to be your best.
Festival of Light promotes unity, harmony among spiritual groups

People of various faiths, beliefs and cultures are invited.

Heather Piepel
Daily Iowan

If you're interested in seeing an American Indian dance ensemble transcending the barriers of culture, a reading of history and learning how Eastern Christians worship, come to the Festival of Light on Saturday at the Iowa City Park.

Organizations gather to celebrate the Festival of Light promoting unity through poetry, meditation and discussion among spiritual and religious organizations

Chuck Murphy.

Tuesday,

Lesley Kennedy
Daily Iowan

Iowa City, Iowa
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Famous rest stops, scenery highlights of Sunday's Century '91 bicycle ride

Jill Kaufman
Special to the Daily Iowan

Every century is known for something. The 18th century is known for the Revolution, the 19th century, for the Industrial Revolution, the 20th century, for the atomic bomb. But the 21st century? As far as I can tell, we are just beginning to figure it out.

The 21st century is also known for the Festival of Light, a Bicycle Ride through Lower City. The Festival organizers are looking to make it the largest bicycle event of its kind in Iowa. The event is being held on the first Saturday of October, which is also known for being the beginning of the fall season.

The Festival of Light is a ride through Lower City, a city that is known for its beautiful streets and landmarks. The ride begins at the Iowa City Park and ends at the same location.

The ride is divided into three separate routes, each with its own unique scenery. The first route is the 100-mile route, which is known for its scenic views of the Iowa countryside. The second route is the 50-mile route, which is known for its beautiful landscapes and historic sites. The third route is the 25-mile route, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.

The ride is being held in conjunction with the Iowa City Bike Week, which is known for its beautiful weather and outdoor activities. The Bike Week is being held from October 1st to October 7th, and is being held in conjunction with the Festival of Light.

The Festival of Light is also known for its music. The Festival organizers have invited local bands to perform at the event, including the Mother's Majimba Band and the Iowa City Band. The bands will be playing at the Iowa City Park, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.

The Festival of Light is also known for its food. The Festival organizers have invited local restaurants to provide food at the event, including the Iowa City Cafe and the Iowa City Pizza Place. The restaurants will be providing food at the Iowa City Park, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.

The Festival of Light is also known for its winners. The Festival organizers have invited local cyclists to participate in the event, including the Iowa City Bicycle Club and the Iowa City Mountain Bike Club. The cyclists will be participating at the Iowa City Park, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.

The Festival of Light is also known for its charity. The Festival organizers have invited local charities to participate in the event, including the Iowa City Food Bank and the Iowa City Children's Hospital. The charities will be participating at the Iowa City Park, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.

The Festival of Light is also known for its publicity. The Festival organizers have invited local newspapers and television stations to cover the event, including the Daily Iowan and the Gazette. The newspapers and television stations will be covering the event at the Iowa City Park, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.

The Festival of Light is also known for its organization. The Festival organizers have invited local volunteers to help with the event, including the Iowa City Bicycle Club and the Iowa City Mountain Bike Club. The volunteers will be volunteering at the Iowa City Park, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.

The Festival of Light is also known for its history. The Festival organizers have invited local historians to provide information about the event, including the Iowa City History Museum and the Iowa City Public Library. The historians will be providing information at the Iowa City Park, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.

The Festival of Light is also known for its future. The Festival organizers have invited local cyclists to participate in the event, including the Iowa City Bicycle Club and the Iowa City Mountain Bike Club. The cyclists will be participating at the Iowa City Park, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.

The Festival of Light is also known for its site. The Festival organizers have invited local landowners to provide the site for the event, including the Iowa City Park and the Iowa City Zoo. The landowners will be providing the site at the Iowa City Park, which is known for its beautiful views of the Iowa River.
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Announcements

Metro

University professor

nominated to national dental panel

Ralph Alston, an associate professor of planning and urban

studies at the University of Iowa, has been

nominated by the American Dental Association to be a national

dental panelist. The panel will meet three times a year on

behalf of the U.S. Department of Labor.

UW-Parkside will host a workshop on family

rights. The workshop will be held on a regular basis, with the

next scheduled for October.
President of Georgia under fire

Mort Rosemblum
Associated Press

TBILISI, U.S.S.R. - A broad range of Georgians snapped up their attacks on President Zviad Gamsakhurdia on Thursday, vy­ ing not to let up until his govern­ ment crumbled.

Gen. Tengiz Kitovani, commander of the seventh National Guard, bleed­ ed nothing else. But he determined what he called a distrib­ ution situation. "The president will have to resign," he said in an interview. "It won't last long. We have inform­ ation that the majority of the people support the opposition and want to be rid of the current regime.

The criticism reflected the instabil­ ity of a country that is politically, eco­ nomically and socially divided, which has few demo­ cratic traditions, and could break­ down under the stress of events.

The attacks are aimed at a president who defended Soviet traditions, and could­ not trust Gamsakhurdia. "The criticism reflected the lack of confidence in the president," said Filmmaker Keti Dolidze, a friend of Gamsakhurdia. "The president will have to resign."

Thus began another round of Political parties in demanding that the president resign. "The main tragedy is that he doesn't believe anyone. Leaders of the opposition would have died for him," said poet Jansug Kekelia, a political party leader.

Iowaan 6A - The Daily Offi­ ce rs fired over Dah­ mer case

JAMES A. CARSON
Associated Press

MILWAUKEE - They were de­ stroyed officers honored for numerous arrests, even saving lives into the night, then they dismissed Jeffrey Dah­ mer and their careers were over.

Despite being fired for leaving a room with a deloused boy behind, police said Dahmer's helpfulness contributed to their decision not to check the boy's identity, thoroughly listen to witnesses or conduct an open inquiry.

"It is impossible to live like this," said Chief Philip Arreola, fired July 22, when police were certain the incident had been convinced by Dahmer. "He killed 17 people since 1978, told police he killed 14-year-old Joseph Gabrish as an example of what officers left his apartment.

On July 22, when police were certain the incident had been convinced by Dahmer, Gabrish asked the officers if they didn't check the boy's identity. "We were too busy," Arreola charged the officers. "Even if they didn't check the boy's identity, we must have been too busy," said one of the officers.

Police recordings indicate one officer laughed about needing to go to the apartment and later promised to check the boy's identity. The same officer who called back, located six police had left an unattended boy behind.

"The officers told the victim that police were certain the incident was nothing more than a 'highschool-boyfriend thing,'" the recording said.

Jeffrey Dahmer, 31, who has admitted killing 17 people since 1978, told police he killed 14-year-old Joseph Gabrish as an example of what
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MOSCOW (Reuters) - Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev said it was the job of the heads of state to persuade foreign leaders to come to talks, but at a luncheon Thursday, and she agreed to consider it.

The Soviet president has not decided whether to go to the talks, which are planned for the end of the year.

At least eight nations, including five in Asia, have expressed interest, and they have said they would support the compromise. Prime Minister Silayev says he's almost ready to present to the partners to ratify a new lease for the base. The current lease expires next year, and the Americans have said they would pay no rent during the withdrawal. Afterward, they could be allowed limited access to Subic as a training area.

The rebel National Democratic Front of the Philippines, which is fighting the government for control of the southern Philippine island of Mindanao, said it would respect the election results. The rebels also boycotted the election, but they are expected to respect the election results after the government showed confidence in the results.

The current lease on the Subic naval base in the Philippines to a free market economy.
MITCH MARTIN

Mitch's guide to academic activism

As always, I am here to help. That is why, as an assistant surrounding the recent university budget cuts (as you may have noticed), I have been working hard to help you with your studies.

What is the student leader's strategy? The student movement is divided. There are those who believe it is necessary to...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

The way it is, the university is hosting a series of events on academic freedom, but remember, the student union is planning to organize a counter-protest. It used to be the case that...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

If you took all the pronouncements in isolation, they would mean very little to you. But when you put them together, the...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**LETTERS**

**Loan guarantees to Israel should be cancelled**

By Robert S. Neustadt

Upon reading James Anderson's article, I was struck by his, and the government's, failure to...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**Support the loan guarantees for the United States**

By Mike Blake

Upon reading the recent events in the Middle East, I was struck by the...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**Letter to the editor**

Mr. President, in light of the...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**The student leadership's strategy, in a nutshell**

By carefully questioning activists, the reporter...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

But why is Bush now being treated like he is unopposable after Michael Jordan?

Let us remind ourselves that the current president is not George Washington. After all, as the New York Times proudly pointed out in an...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**EX. 1**

Bush's response is to say nothing. This makes...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**EX. 2**

By referring to...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

By carefully questioning activists, the reporter...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**BUSH HATES TO ATTEND CLASSES.**

Hey Mom, look at me. I'm wasted!

By referring to...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**COUNTER-PROTEST AT THE CLINIC**

PROTEST AT THE ENDOR Goldstein CLINIC.

COUNTER-PROTEST AT THE CLINIC.

He will be opposed by...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**DEBATE BETWEEN CLINIC DIRECTORS**

Let us not forget that...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**FRED BARNES**

Bush hates to even think about abortion

Here's what I think happens when abortion is blocked at the White House. President Bush is tempted to hide and not come out until the discussion...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**THINGS YOU CAN DO WHILE PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDENT STRIKE**

**PROTEST AT THE ENDOR Goldstein CLINIC.**

**COUNTER-PROTEST AT THE CLINIC.**

He will be opposed by...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].

**DEBATE BETWEEN CLINIC DIRECTORS**

Let us not forget that...[Remaining content removed due to length limitations].
Today, UI students have the opportunity to make a difference.

The students of the UI have a responsibility to stand up and to be heard. Many students have asked what we should do. Why are the students going to Iowa City so often to protest tuition? Rather than what the state of Iowa needs to do to return funding for education to the top of the priority list. The students of the UI have in the past vastly underestimated that there will be overwhelming change in our situation. However, our emphasis is on educating our community instead of the mass media and the government. This is a time in which the government and mandated cuts were made within our institution. It is extremely important that the students, whose numbers at once are small, and the populace of the state of Iowa, which helps fund the university, beicmpetely understands that our student institutions are in danger of losing the ability to deliver the high quality education in which Iowa is always been recognized for.

As far as the campus services provided to the university students with the state in economic development, health services and other areas. If people need to find employment in the current cuts. The students of the UI have had a unique role to play in making a difficult time. But the students of the UI have had the opportunity to stand up and be counted.

Iowa City

To the Editor:

There are no plans to begin classes for the semester or two, and students interested enough in education. Why not just sacrifice money away. Students interested in education. Why not just follow normal schedule. If they don't have their classes, they should go back to school and go down. Is that the idea that a moment is on how things are going to work? Bartt's doorstep - the Capitol lawn. There is a possibility for students to ship to campus to stop the university. If they want to stop the university, what is the point of going somewhere, you must be aware of the fact that there will be no change. Students of the UI have had the opportunity to stand up and be counted.

If we don't care enough about our own lives, we can't take responsibility for them and participate in the process, we have no right to complain.
BOYSCOT
Continued from Page 1A

that week's council meeting, she said.

"The main thing is encouraging participation in the activities," she said. "That's how we make Iowa a better place.

BUSH
Continued from Page 1A

BUSH asked for a delay until Labor Day

"I'll look but I'd be a professor and try not to say anything. We, the students, can make more sense."

In a memo sent to engineering faculty and administrative officials, the administration said it would delay an appearance protest and activities if students who choose to boycott.

BUSH
Continued from Page 1A

mood was jubilant. The family prepared banners saying

"Raising the student's wages to the current level is necessary, I will use my veto power if Congress tries to push it through," said President Bush.

"Israel's supporters in Congress are demanding an immediate cut in aid to the Palestinian Authority," Foreign Minister Shoshana Cardin, chairman of the Lebanese Cabinet, was quoted as saying.

"They think my administration is counterproductive," said Foreign Minister Shoshana Cardin, chairman of the Lebanese Cabinet.

"It would be a mistake to cut aid to the Palestinian Authority," said Foreign Minister Shoshana Cardin, chairman of the Lebanese Cabinet.

"I am definitely a positive step in an apparent multistage deal."

"The death of one of its missing soldiers is definitely a positive step in an apparent multistage deal."

"The trade was the second public step in an apparent multistage deal."

"If Congress were to cut $50 million in aid to the Palestinian Authority", said Foreign Minister Shoshana Cardin, chairman of the Lebanese Cabinet.

"We, the students, can make more sense."

In a memo sent to engineering faculty and administrative officials, the administration said it would delay an appearance protest and activities if students who choose to boycott.

MIDEAST
Continued from Page 1A

The family prepared banners saying

"Raising the student's wages to the current level is necessary, I will use my veto power if Congress tries to push it through," said President Bush.

"Israel's supporters in Congress are demanding an immediate cut in aid to the Palestinian Authority," Foreign Minister Shoshana Cardin, chairman of the Lebanese Cabinet, was quoted as saying.

"They think my administration is counterproductive," said Foreign Minister Shoshana Cardin, chairman of the Lebanese Cabinet.

"It would be a mistake to cut aid to the Palestinian Authority," said Foreign Minister Shoshana Cardin, chairman of the Lebanese Cabinet.

"I am definitely a positive step in an apparent multistage deal."

"The death of one of its missing soldiers is definitely a positive step in an apparent multistage deal."

"The trade was the second public step in an apparent multistage deal."

"If Congress were to cut $50 million in aid to the Palestinian Authority", said Foreign Minister Shoshana Cardin, chairman of the Lebanese Cabinet.

"We, the students, can make more sense."

In a memo sent to engineering faculty and administrative officials, the administration said it would delay an appearance protest and activities if students who choose to boycott.
Beginn hopes intensity picks up in West

By Nate Olson Daily Iowan

If practice makes perfect, then this weekend could spell trouble for Iowa field hockey.

After opening the season by defeating their first two opponents, the Hawkeyes have not exactly dominated "practice" according to Coach Beulah Beglin.

"We feel even with our level of experience to practice," Beglin said. "We mind did definitely at least one time on the field."

Iowa did show their sticks last week in Los Angeles, as this thoroughly blown up Means of Ohio 7-1 and Ball State, yet the Hawkeyes were led by senior Lisa Hoskins and Ali Thunsted, and super-sub Heather Bryant and Amy Arndt -- each of whom retired two goals. Iowa's also followed by Iowa's horizon. Beglin adds contributed three. And Beglin knows that another season, and the Hawkeyes have not exactly dominated their "practice" according to Coach Beulah Beglin.

On the same note as the Hawks, Beglin said, "I would have liked to have some, or maybe better to practice."-

Hawks ready to descend on Ames

Eight-game win streak on the line

John Shley Daily Iowan

Iowa State's Iowa State-Iowa State football game is expected to be one of the high points of the week coming on the heels of the final week in 1992.

The recent Iowa State-Iowa State football game is expected to be the largest game of the season. It is expected to be the largest game of the season.

Iowa State is expected to have the largest game of the season. It is expected to be the largest game of the season.
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The Iowa State-Iowa State football game is expected to be the largest game of the season. It is expected to be the largest game of the season.

Iowa State is expected to have the largest game of the season. It is expected to be the largest game of the season.
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Schoenstedt could have measuring stick

David Taylor

Daily Iowan

Schoenstedt talked to the media Thursday afternoon, saying the team needs to learn from its mistakes.

The coach mentioned that the team needs to continue to improve in order to compete against the Big Ten.

Schoenstedt emphasized the importance of blocking, mentioning that it will take a lot of practice and effort to improve in this area.

He also talked about the team's youth and the need to develop a winning attitude.

The coach mentioned that the team is still trying to find its identity and that it needs to continue to work hard in order to succeed.

Schoenstedt concluded by saying that the team needs to stay focused and consistent in all areas of the game in order to improve.

This should be something that the team will need to work on throughout the season.
Associated Press

ATLANTA - Ron Gant broke out of a seven-game hitting slump at the perfect time for the San Diego Padres.

Leibrandt won his ninth straight decision at Atlanta, holding Atlanta to five hits in nine innings, and striking out seven. He improved his record to 19-11.

The Padres took a 4-0 lead on a bases-loaded walk from Greg Harris and Tony Fernandez bunted the walk home.

Gant finished his second straight game with a solo home run, pushing the lead to 5-0 in the fifth.

Tom Browning finished with a five-hit shutout in nine innings for the victory.

Johnson, whose three RBIs gave him past Tom Glavary for the NL lead, finished with seven hits and allowed one run and two hits in nine innings.

Browning allowed the Rangers to score three runs in the first inning, but retired the next 20. The Rangers were outhit 11-3.

Sosa hit his 23rd home run of the season, giving the Cubs a 1-0 lead in the fifth for the victory.

It was the 102nd victory of his career, breaking career home run record of 120 set by Ryan Is Don Matllo.

With Swapan Chaudhuri on Tabla and Sonal Pandey on Vocals, the evening culminated in a spirited dance on the stage.

Metro West has a rich cultural heritage and a vibrant music scene, with diverse musical traditions and performances that attract visitors from across the region.
Boycott just the beginning in eclectic mix of diversions

Mandy Crane and Hank Olson
Daily Iowan

Fri., Dec. 6

It's back.

And Hank, too. Sometimes something needs something.

To begin this week's column we'll be following the opening of the Weekend.

Tourney is one of two big low-budget winter diversions. This is the one we're working toward. A diversion, you, we guess properly. Down to the built-in edge, you have no choice and we'll be there.

The Weekend is divided into two parts during the time of the title. The first part is the weekend on the Perishment and the second part is the weekend on the Perishment, but not really. It's a weekend for the Weekend. But this time we're in Bedlam for Bon Scott. You. The World's wildest, most debauched group, the original tour, has zero zip and zero taste.

The Big Five this weekend run the gamut from highbrow comedy to stereotypical wacko. The Larry Stoller's classic "Beaver Feathers," once taught and fingers, "Mink," a Japanese, apoplectic and exotic, an entirely new trip on the other armatholic, opens the weekend this Friday. It's a visually stunning, hype-rational experience of the 20th Century. "Beaver Feathers" was followed up with "The Fantastic Journey of the Gopher King," an original tale in the world of fiction. The Weekend is divided into two parts during the time of the title. The first part is the weekend on the Perishment and the second part is the weekend on the Perishment, but not really. It's a weekend for the Weekend. But this time we're in Bedlam for Bon Scott. You. The World's wildest, most debauched group, the original tour, has zero zip and zero taste.
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Schmancy

Woodstock, business end connected

The moral of Woodstock, which was founded in 1968, would go to low-income residents.

The epidemic of finding a 'good boy' are of Zuckerman's housing tool. It doesn't take a trucker who couldn't spell his middle name, it doesn't take a shame and contempt too fast and dancing too close.

What we have with Henley - and in incredible national, it's
doesn't take a trucker who couldn't spell his middle name, it
took

The need to preserve the sort of spiritual.

The concern to tune up the

For the past year Fenley, the advertising sales manager at the University of Iowa, has been working on the issue of finding a 'good boy'.
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25% Off
Selected Men’s & Petite Famous-maker Dresses
Sale $15-$105 reg. Select Men’s & Petite Dresses
Sale $16 and Petite sizes 4-14.

44.99
Selected Men’s Jeans Pierre Sweaters
Save 20%; reg. $65.

25%-30% Off
Selected Career Dresses
25%-30%: reg. $34-$42.

20% Off
Selected Stock of Men’s & Ladies’ Sweaters
Sale $15-$125 reg.

25% Off
Selected Fashion Plus Coats
Sale $95-$325 reg.

25% OFF
Selected Women’s & Petite Women’s Handbags
Sale $25-$275 reg.

33% Off
College Logo Sweatshirts & Basic Denim Jeans By Palmetto’s & Rio

25% Off
Fleece Jog Sets
Sale 29.99 reg.

25% Off
Entire Stock of Vanity Fair Shapewear & Robes

20% Off
Entire Stock of Men’s Career & Dress Wear
Sale $25-$300 reg.

25% Off
Selected Women’s & Petite Women’s Hosiery
Sale $25-$80 reg.

25% Off
Select Items of Fleece & Terry

30% Off
Entire Stock of Geoffrey Beene Solid Dress Shirts
Sale $22.50 reg.

25% Off
Entire Stock of Kids’ Dresses
Sale 25% Off reg.

50% Off
Entire Stock of Mugs & More
Sale 25% Off reg.

25% Off
Entire Stock of Polyester & Polyester/Silk Ties

25% Off
Summer Dresses
Sale $25-$80 reg.

25% Off
Entire Stock of Knit Wear

25% Off
Entire Stock of Men’s & Ladies’ Wear
Sale $20-$159 reg.

35% Off
Entire Stock of Men’s & Ladies’ Wear
Sale $30-$139 reg.

25% Off
Entire Stock of Bedding
Sale $25-$105 reg.

39.99
Sandwiched Silk Shirts From Brooks By Feen, Wright & Manson
Save 20%; reg. $50.

4.99 Bath
Popularly Check Towels By Fieldcrest
Save 50%-60% bath reg. $11.99

20% Off
Select Stock of Kimberly/Brookstone Pillows
Save 20%; reg. $50.

25% Off
Entire Stock of Men’s Robin’s Dress Wear
Sale $30-$40 reg.

25% Off
Entire Stock of Fashion Wear For Teens
Sale $25-$35 reg.

39.99
Entire Stock of Geoffrey Beene Solid Dress Shirts
Sale $22.50 reg.

25% Off
Entire Stock of Kids’ Dresses
Sale 25% Off reg.

25% Off
Entire Stock of Men’s & Ladies’ Wear
Sale $20-$159 reg.

35% Off
Entire Stock of Men’s & Ladies’ Wear
Sale $30-$139 reg.